This paper explores representations for capturing the anticipation of other objects by an autonomous robot in an urban environment. Predictive Gaussian mixture models are proposed due to their ability to probabilistically capture continuous and discrete obstacle behavior; the predictive system uses the probabilistic output of a tracking system (current obstacle location), and map (with lanes and intersections). The probabilistic tracking and anticipated motion are integrated into an optimized path planner. This paper explores various levels of model abstraction to understand how complex these predictive models must be in order to create a more robust path planning algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Urban driving is an important field in mobile robotics. 1 As was dramatically demonstrated in the DARPA Urban Challenge in 2007 with the collision between vehicles from Cornell and MIT, reactionary path planning is insufficient for safe driving in an urban environment.
2 Because of this, there has been significant work towards anticipatory path planning in recent years. 3, 4 There are a number of current schemes to address the shortcomings of reactionary planners. The concept of inevitable collision states (ICS) avoids placing the robot in a situation where an emergency stop maneuver will be unable to avoid an accident. 5 Although ICS methods provide guarantees on safety, they do not take advantage of known environment structure and tend to be conservative.
Anticipation algorithms which assume constant velocity motion for obstacles are also common. 6, 7 While there are obvious advantages in terms of ease of implementation and computational efficiency, these methods provide only a small window of accurate obstacle behavior prediction. Another approach is to assume an obstacle trajectory (such as along a tangent graph or the output of an assumed planner). 8, 9 However, only velocity uncertainty is considered by these methods.
Other proposed methods include making several hypotheses about obstacle behavior and planning motion in order to avoid collision with any of the hypothetical obstacle trajectories. 3 This method takes advantage of the structured environment of a road network by assuming the obstacle behaves in a reasonable manner. However, this method does not fully incorporate uncertainty in the predicted obstacle state, considering instead a finite set of hypotheses of obstacle behavior.
The method presented in this paper predicts forward in time the probability density function (pdf) of the tracked obstacle state. The approach takes advantage of an on-board tracking system, such as presented by Miller and Campbell in 2007, 10 and assumes that the tracked obstacle is driving in a known environment (map) and obeying traffic laws. The output of this method is a good approximation to the predicted true pdf of the obstacle state, with both discrete and continuous elements. By predicting the full pdf of the obstacle state, many of the oversimplifications present in existing algorithms can be avoided and a better representation of possible obstacle motion can be made available to the path planning algorithm. This paper also explorers the question of what level of model fidelty is required to acheive a reasonable prediction of obstacle behavior, particularly when used inside robot path planners. There are a number of potential simplifications for reducing the complexity of the model used to predict obstacle behavior; understanding the trade between accuracy and computational complexity is a key question addressed in this paper.
GAUSSIAN MIXTURE PREDICTION
This paper assumes that dynamic obstacle identification and state estimation is sufficiently handled by an external algorithm. 10 Probabilistic state dynamics and a controller are assumed for the dynamic obstacles. The presented algorithm then predicts the estimated state pdf of the obstacle forward in time for use in an anticipatory path planner.
Algorithm Overview
The pdf of the dynamic obstacle state (x k ) is represented by a Gaussian Mixture,
where p k (x k ) is the probability of an obstacle state
is the probability of the state coming from the i th mixture element, Σ The goal of the anticipation algorithm of this paper is to, given an initial distribution p k (x k ), predict the distributions p k+1 (x k+1 ) through p k+N (x k+N ) over an N -step desired look-ahead window. State dynamics and a controller are assumed for the dynamic obstacle. Discrete states must be included in the model in order to capture higher level behaviors which involve discrete decisions in the controller. Therefore, the state is extended to include a discrete component The discrete prediction is made first, shown in Figure 1 , predicting the discrete state of each mixture element. In cases where the discrete dynamics give more than one possible prediction, the mixture element is split into one mixture element per possible dynamic state, or
where γ j is the probability of x d,i k+1 j , and f d is the arbitrary discrete dynamics function. The continuous mean and variance of the mixture element are unchanged by the discrete dynamics; only the discrete state of each mixture element changes. If there is more than one possible discrete state, then a new mixture element, with the same continuous mean and variance, is added for each additional discrete state, using the probabilities γ j to adjust the weight on each mixture element. After the discrete propogation is made on each mixture element, the mixture is propagated through the continuous dynamics.
where f c is an arbitrary continuous dynamics function.
Propagating a mixture element through the continuous dynamics in equation 3 is accomplished using sigma points.
11 In many cases, especially those involving path planning on a road course, the jacobian of the dynamics function either does not exist or is difficult to compute. Using sigma point methods eliminates the need for a differentiable dynamics function and increases the generality of the algorithm to include functions which are not differentiable.
Sigma points methods are well understood and are discussed only briefly.
11 A set of points is chosen based on the Cholesky factorizations of the mixture element variance Σ k,i and the process noise variance Σ v,k .
where n x is the dimension of the continuous state and n v is the dimension of the process noise vector v. From these factorized variances, a set of 1 + 2(n x + n v ) sigma points are defined:
where λ is a tunable parameter.
Each pair of sigma points {χ j k , υ j k } is propagated throught the system dynamics:
where the function f incorporates both the controller and state dynamics of the system and may rely on the discrete state of the mixture element
. f is not to be confused with f c , which computes the new mean and covariance of each mixture element given the continuous state dynamics f .
In the event that f is linear, n x pairs of propogated sigma points ((χ
. Taking advantage of this, it is possible to make a measure e l of how non-linear the function f is along a given axis β l by evaluating how badly the average of the opposed sigma points deviates from the center sigma point.
If the deviation e l is greater than a defined threshold e max , the mixture element is split into several elements with smaller variances using the algorithm described in section 2.2. The splitting algorithm also requires the direction β l between the non-propagated sigma point pairs, shown in equation 8. If the deviation is smaller than the threshold, no split is necessary and the propogated sigma points can be recombined to find the new mean and covariance of the mixture element:
where α m j and α v j are defined weights for the recombination.
11
At the end of each prediction step, a mixture reduction algorithm is run to keep the number of elements in the mixture at or below a user defined maximum N max .
12

Mixture Element Splitting
If a mixture element is determined by the sigma points propation to have too high a variance given the nonlinearities in f , defined as when e l , from equation 7, is greater than e max , it is split into multiple mixture elements with reduced variances (specifically, reduced in the direction of β l ) in order to propagate the mixture elements more accurately through f . This splitting algorithm provides a good but not exact approximation to the original pdf.
A given element with continuous mean μ . The discrete state is unchanged by the split. The new varianceΣ i k is calculated first, shown in equation 10.β is a scaling of the unit vector β so that when n is small, β is small and the variance is not heavily reduced, but when n is large,β approaches 1 and a large reduction in the variance is made.β
The new means are chosen evenly spaced. The spacing is a function of the scaled direction vectorβ and the new varianceΣ i k .β is defined as the mean spacing vector.
The weight of each new mixture element is a function of how likely the mean of the new mixture element is to be drawn from the original mixture element. The new weights must also be normalized so that
The i th mixture element is then deleted and replaced with the new n mixture elements that have reduced variance along the direction of the split. An example can be seen in figure 2. 
Mixture Reduction
In order to keep computation times reasonable, the mixture is reduced after each time step. An existing joining algorithm is used with minimal modifications. 12 Logic is added such that only mixture elements that have identical discrete states are considered for joining. The result is an algorithm which reduces the mixture to either the user specified maximum N max or to the number of different discrete states present in the mixture, whichever is higher.
IMPLEMENTATION
Two implementations of the proposed prediction algorithm are presented here. The first includes the full state dynamics of a simulated car-like robot. The second utilizes a much simplified holonomic robot under a similar controller. These two sets of dynamics are used to explore the computation advantages and accuracy tradeoffs of using a simplified set of dynamics to predict the state of a car-like robot. The full state model used in the prediction algorithm implementation uses the full state dynamics of the simulated car-like robot. A four-state model is used, including the x and y position of the center of the rear axle, the speed V and the heading θ. Because this is a first order system in V , simple proportional control is sufficient to regulate speed and no integrator or differentiator state is required.
Full Dynamics Implementation
The control inputs to this model are acceleration a and steering angle ψ. The distance between the front and rear axle is the car length L. The process noise v k = [v a,k ; v ψ,k ] enters on the steering input and the acceleration input. The state dynamics are (dropping i, j notation for now):
The controller for this robot maintains the midpoint of the front axle on the roadmap and holds a constant speed. The high level controller selects which road segment is being driven on; in this implementation, the road segment is the discrete state x d k . No knowledge of the goal is assumed by the prediction algorithm, so when Given a road segment, a pure pursuit algorithm provides a reference velocity vector [r vx ; r vy ] for road following. 13 In order to realize the reference velocity, the midpoint of the front axle of the car is chosen to be the controlled point of the vehicle, and a feedback linearization algorithm (equation 14) computes the acceleration and steering inputs.
where K p is the gain for speed control.
The feedback linearization performs well in most cases except when vtransverse v longitudinal is large. The roadmap and testing scenarios presented in this paper did not present problems with this control scheme. Here, the combination of pure pursuit controller, feedback linearization, and system dynamics make up the function f defined in equation 6. While the full dynamics implementation is an accurate representation of the vehicle and controller dynamics, a simplified version is explored due to the computational advantages of using a simplified representation of the robot state. The function f is evaluated at least once for every sigma point for each mixture element. Simplifying the dynamics has the double benefit of reducing the computation required to evaluate f , and reducing the number of sigma points and therefore the number of times f must be evaluated.
Simplified Dynamics Implementation
A simple two-state holonomic robot is used as the approximation. The high level controller and pure pursuit controller are identical to those in the full state implementation. With a holonomic model, no further control is needed. Process noise enters as [v x,k ; v y,k ].
Special consideration must be given to the process noise for the simplified dynamics implementation. Because the noise terms enter differently in the simplified dynamics and the full state dynamics, it is difficult to directly compare the behavior of one to the other. In the interest of comparing the two sets of dynamics, having equivalent noise statistics is desirable. For the simplified dynamics, the process noise enters on x and y velocity, while in the full state dynamics the process noise enters on acceleration and steering angle. Starting with [v x,k ; v y,k ] being sampled from a normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance q · I, the steering angle noise is calculated so that, given a nominal forward speed V 0 of the vehicle, the transverse velocity noise variance is equal to q. The acceleration noise variance is q/δt to give longitudinal velocity noise magnitude of q.
A benefit of having process noise enter linearly in the simplified dynamics is that using sigma points to describe the process noise is no longer necessary. This reduces the number of sigma points from 13 for the full state dynamics to 5 for the simplified dynamics. The reduced number of sigma points, along with the reduced model complexity give significant computational advantages. The two implementations are compared in section 4.
STUDIES AND ANALYSIS
Two primary questions are addressed in a set of simulation studies. The first is how well the prediction algorithm propagates a pdf through a dynamics function. The second is how well the simplified dynamics approximate the full state dynamics for the car-like robot. Also of interest is how the parameters of the algorithm, primarily the number of allowed mixture elements N max in the mixture, affect algorithm performance and computation time.
The results of the prediction algorithm are compared with a truth distribution for the purpose of analysis. A particle set, large enough that increasing the number of particles has no major effect of the results, is used as the truth distribution. The performance metric used for comparison is the negative log-likelihood (NLL) of a particle set (truth) being sampled from a distribution (output of the prediction algorithm). For a set of P particles {x j k } where j = 1, ..., P , the NLL is defined as:
where p k (x) is defined in equation 1.
Performance of Prediction Algorithm
Both the full state dynamics and the simplified dynamics are used in this study. A set of particles for the truth set is sampled from the initial distribution, and propagated forward in time using the same dynamics function f as the prediction algorithm uses. At each step, the NLL is computed and stored. This is repeated for several values of N max . Figure 6 shows the NLL as a function of look-ahead steps for both sets of dynamics.
Both sets of dynamics show similar behavior. The NLL is small initially because the initial distribution has small variance, and the initial particle set is directly sampled from that distribution. As the distribution and (b) NLL comparing mixture using simplified state dynamics to truth particle set Figure 6 . NLL against look-ahead steps for different values of Nmax particle set begin to expand along the road map (as in Figures 3(a) and 5(a) ), the NLL increases slowly. A slight jump in NLL is observed when the pdf encounters an intersection (as in Figures 3(b) and 5(b) ). For most of the studies' duration, there is little difference between the different values for N max . At higher look-ahead steps, divergent behavior is apparent for N max = 5 with the full state dynamics and for N max = 1 with the simplified state dynamics. The full state dynamics mixture diverges at a higher value of N max than the simplified dynamics mixture, suggesting that with the simplified dynamics, fewer mixture elements can be used.
Evaluation of Simplified Dynamics
The goal of this study is to evaluate how well the simplified dynamics capture the full state behavior. The pdf from the prediction algorithm using the simplified dynamics is compared to the partial state of a particle set that is propagated using the full state dynamics. The NLL between these is plotted as a function of look-ahead in figure 7 . Several different values for N max are considered. . NLL comparing mixture using simplified state dynamics to truth particle set using full state dynamics A direct comparison of the results in Figure 7 to those in Figure 6 is not possible due to the fact that in Figure  7 a four-state particle set is compared to a two-state pdf. However, the behavior and magnitude of the NLL in Figure 7 , while not identicle to, are similar to what is found in Figure 6 . While not a strong endorsement of the simplified dynamics model, when combined with a visual comparison of Figures 3 and 5 , the results suggest that the simplified state dynamics are a reasonable approximation to make when predicting obstacle behavior. Also of interest is the computation time of the proposed methods. Figure 8 presents the computation time taken to make the dynamic propagation and mixture reduction starting from the same initial pdf, using both levels of model comlexity as a function of N max for each set of dynamics.
Computation Time
As expected, there is an increase in computation time as the number of allowed mixture elements grows. Also as expected, there is a large computational benefit to using the reduced dynamics. This is due primarily to the fact that the simplified dynamics require only 5 sigma points compared to the full dynamics 13 sigma points in order to perform the propagation. Also of note is that, from the earlier study in section 4.1, the full state dynamics require more mixture elements than the simplified dynamics, so there are further possible computational benefits for using the simplified dynamics.
INITIAL PLANNING STUDIES
Initial studies are performed on the effect that this anticipation algorithm has on path planning. The anticipation algorithm is incorporated into a path planning algorithm for a simple vehicle using a controller similar to the assumed controller for tracked obstacles. An obstacle vehicle is placed in the environment so that the ego-vehicle and obstacle vehicle approach an intersection from different directions at a similar time. This planner has no guarantees on safety or maximum probability of collision; this is primarily a study of how model complexity affects the planner.
Anticipatory Planning Study 1
In the first study, the obstacle vehicle approaches the intersection slightly before the ego-vehicle. Figure 9 plots the behavior of the ego-vehicle, which is to slow down briefly well in advance of the intersection, and then return to normal speed when the anticipation algorithm believes that the intersection will be clear when the ego-vehicle reaches it. The ego-vehicle is able to proceed safely through the intersection behind the obstacle vehicle. A strength of the anticipatory planner is that the ego-vehicle makes the path correction well in advance of a projected collision. Because the correction is made early, if the obstacle vehicle deviates from the anticipated path, there is still time for the ego-vehicle to react and replan a safe path.
Anticipatory Planning Study 2
In the second study, the obstacle vehicle approaches the intersection after the ego-vehicle. The ego-vehicle behavior, shown in Figure 10 , is to accelerate in advance of the intersection, and to return to normal speed when the anticipation algorithm believes the interesection will be clear when reached by the ego-vehicle traveling at normal speed. As with section 5.1, the ego-vehicle is able to safely proceed through the intersection. As with section 5.1, the corrective action to avoid a collision is taken well in advance to the projected collision, leaving the planner time to react to unexpected obstacle behavior.
CONCLUSIONS
A probabilistic obstacle prediction algorithm is proposed in this paper in order to provide probabilistic anticipated behavior to motion planning algorithms. The proposed anticipation algorithm is able to accurately predict the obstacle state pdf assuming that the obstacle planning algorithm is known (though the obstacle goal is not). The use of a reduced state model for anticipating obstacle behavior is explored, and shown effective for the presented scenarios.
Future research goals include using the anticipation algorithm in a full featured path planning algorithm, exploring guarantees on safety, expanding the complexity of the assumed model and planning algorithm for obstacles in order to be able to anticipate more complex obstacle behavior, experimenting with other algorithms for managing the covariance of mixture elements, 14 and testing in Cornell's DUC simulation environment.
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